
Bolometric Detectors 
Bolometric detection is a method of measuring the energy via the change of 
temperature in the bolometer. This tiny temperature rise is then read out 
through very sensitive Neutron Transmutation Doped (NTD) germanium 
thermistors. Bolometers are excellent choices for rare process searches 
which might reveal new physics. CUORE features: 

•  High efficiency at about 85% with the “source = detector” design. 
•  The largest detector mass (750 kg) among all the upcoming 0νββ 

experiments. 
•  Excellent energy resolution: 5keV at 2.5 MeV ROI - one of the best 

detectors. 

R&D for New Bolometric Detectors for Rare and Exotic Processes	

Rare Nuclear Weak Processes & CUORE 
Neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) is a hypothesized rare weak nuclear process 

that can only occur if neutrinos are their own antiparticles. Current lower limits on  
the half-life of this lepton-number-violating process are ~1024 years. The search  
for 0νββ is currently the only experimentally feasible method to establish the  
Majorana nature of the neutrino. The observation of 0νββ may also probe the  
absolute mass of the neutrino and the neutrino mass hierarchy 

The Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events (CUORE) searches for 
the hypothetical 0νββ decay of 130Te with a half-life sensitivity of 1.6×1026 yr (68% 
C.L.). With 988 TeO2 crystals functioning as bolometers, the CUORE design 
features 741 kg detector mass, great energy resolution of 0.2%, and a low 
background rate at ~ 0.01 event/year/kg/keV. CUORE is one of the most 
competitive 0νββ experiments on the horizon. Our R&D effort aims to improve 
upon the already impressive bolometric technique for the continuous pursuit of even 
higher sensitivity.  
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Bolometer R & D 
•  With better thermal coupling between the absorber and thermistor, 

we will be able to improve the raw pulse amplitude to greatly 
enhance the bolometer energy resolution. 

•  We are studying methods, such as conformal coating of Parylene, 
to range out alpha background events from copper supporting 
structure.  

•  We are exploring the possibility of using Transition Edge Sensors 
as the thermometer for easier packaging and manufacturing  

 of large bolometer arrays. 
•  We are designing additional active coating on  

 the TeO2 crystal to discriminate surface  
 and bulk contaminations. 
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Resistance thermometry  
is based on the temperature dependence of  

the electric resistance of sensors. We use NTD  
germanium thermistor to measure the tiny temperature  

rise in bolometers. Our Ge thermistors follow: 

very closely. The red circles are R-T data plotted as log(R) ~ sqrt(1/T) .  
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Debye’s Law  
at low temperature 

The lattice specific heat Cphonon~(T/TD)3  
accounts for the tiny specific heat of crystalline  

insulators at low temperature. This power law  
correlation is precisely the reason why bolometer works  

extremely well at ultra-low temperature. The specific heat  
of solid argon is plotted against the temperature on log-log scale.   
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Bolometers offer excellent energy resolution but very 
limited particle ID ability or event position information.  

Mixing chamber plate and samples inside our 
dilution refrigerator at 75 LeConte 
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Bolometers with Light 
•  Energy release will cause temperature rise as well as scintillation or Cerenkov light. 
•  Use a second bolometer to read out the light 

 signal to avoid introducing background. 
•  Discriminates α and γ by light yield. 
•  Used successfully in dark matter search such  

 as CRESST 

R&D Challenges: 
•  Find the suitable scintillators with double beta  

 decay isotopes. For example, CdMoO4 

•  Design better light collection schemes. 

Bolometers with Ionization 
•  Use semiconductors as bolometric detectors and collect both phonons and electrons. 
•  Particle identification by the relative yield of phonons and electrons.  
•  Possible surface event rejection by phonon pulse shapes. 
•  CDMS uses Ge and Si bolometers for dark matter searches.  

R&D Challenges: 
•  Use CdZnTe, which features 116Cd and 130Te as double beta decay isotopes, as a 

cheaper alternative for 76Ge.  
•  Explore the possibility of semi-insulating bolometers without bias or electron readout. 

Possible particle ID from phonon pulse shapes. 

 CDMS II ZIP detector phonon collections  

Schematics of CRESST setup for DM search 
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ZIP Detectors:  Phonons
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CUORICINO background around the 0νββ Q-value region 

A typical 2x2 bolometer setup  A typical bolometer pulse  

A bolometer and a dice bolometer with gold 
pads deposited on the crystal and bonded to 
the thermistor for better thermal coupling. 

Parylene coated copper (left) compared with 
naked copper (right). 40 um Parylene can 
stop 5 MeV α, which is the main 
background source for CUORE. 


